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For MBA/graduate students taking a course in corporate finance. An Emphasis on Core Financial Principles to Elevate Individuals' Financial
Decision Making Using the unifying valuation framework based on the Law of One Price, top researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo
have set the new canon for corporate finance textbooks. Corporate Finance blends coverage of time-tested principles and the latest
advancements with the practical perspective of the financial manager, so students have the knowledge and tools they need to make sound
financial decisions in their careers. For a streamlined book specifically tailored to the topics covered in the first one-semester course,
Corporate Finance: The Core is also available by Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyFinanceLabTM does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyFinanceLab, ask your
instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would
like to purchase both the physical text and MyFinanceLab, search for: 0134408896 / 9780134408897 Corporate Finance Plus MyFinanceLab
with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 013408327X / 9780134083278 Corporate Finance 0134099176 /
9780134099170 MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Corporate Finance
Derivatives Markets ROBERT L. MCDONALD Northwestern University Derivatives tools and concepts permeate modern finance. An
authoritative treatment from a recognized expert, Derivatives Markets presents the sometimes challenging world of futures, options, and other
derivatives in an accessible, cohesive, and intuitive manner. Some features of the book include: *Insights into pricing models. Formulas are
motivated and explained intuitively. Links between the various derivative instruments are highlighted. Students learn how derivatives markets
work, with an emphasis on the role of competitive market-makers in determining prices. *A tiered approach to mathematics. Most of the book
assumes only basic mathematics, such as solving two equations in two unknowns. The last quarter of the book uses calculus, and provides
an introduction to the concepts and pricing techniques that are widely used in derivatives today. *An applied emphasis. Chapters on
corporate applications, financial engineering, and real options illustrate the broad applicability of the tools and models developed in the book.
A rich array of examples bolsters the theory. *A computation-friendly approach. Excel spreadsheets. Visual Basic code for the pricing
functions is included, and can be modified for your own use. ADVANCE PRAISE FROM THE MARKET Derivatives Markets provides a
comprehensive yet in-depth treatment of the theory, institutions, and applications of derivatives. McDonald is a master teacher and
researcher in the field and makes the reading effortless and exciting with his intuitive writing style and the liberal use of numerical examples
and cases sprinkled throughout...(It) is a terrific book, and I highly recommend it. Geroge Constantinides University of Chicago ...the most
appealing part of the writing is how replete the text is with intuition and how effortless it is woven throughout. Ken Kavajecz University of
Pennsylvania ...a wonderful blend of the economics and mathematics of derivatives pricing. After reading the book, the student will have not
only an understanding of derivatives pricing models but also of derivatives markets...The technical development...brings the student/reader
remarkably close to state of the art with carefully chosen and developed mathematical machinery.
Now hiring, look before you leap, sport agent, modeling the future with actuarial science, municipal manager. Marketing and sales : your
product = your customers capital budgeting decision. Information technology, operation management, corporate law.
For courses in corporate finance or financial management at the undergraduate and graduate level. Excel Modeling in Corporate Finance
approaches building and estimating models with Microsoft® Excel®. Students are shown the steps involved in building models, rather than
already-completed spreadsheets.
Whether students become accountants or managers, business owners or bankers, it is important that they understand the nature of financial
reporting and how the decisions made by managers affect corporations. Financial Accounting, 6th edition will provide students with a
succinct, accessible and coherent introduction to basic financial accounting concepts combined with a strong focus on the use of financial
accounting information. KEY TOPICS: The Financial Statements; Recording Business Transactions; Accrual Accounting and the Financial
Statements; Cash and Receivables; Inventory and Cost of Goods Sold; Property, Plant, and Equipment, and Intangible Assets; Investments
and the Time Value of Money; Liabilities; Shareholders' Equity; The Statement of Cash Flows; Financial Statement Analysis MARKET:
Appropriate for Introduction to Financial Accounting courses.
Combining respected authors with a problem solving approach. This edition of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance continues to use guided
problem solutions to help students apply problems solving methodology and real life financial problems help students practice and connect to
real world financial decisions. With updated standards, examples, exercises and statistics and common mistake boxes students are provided
with a current text that enables them to build knowledge while building their problem solving and decision making skills.
Readers learn to master the fundamentals of effective programming while working through Visual Basic 2017’s latest features with a wealth
of hands-on applications -- all placed in context within this book's engaging real-world setting. PROGRAMMING WITH MICROSOFT VISUAL
BASIC 2017, 8E by best-selling technology author Diane Zak offers an ideal introduction to programming with a dynamic visual presentation,
step-by-step tutorials, and strategically placed activity boxes. New hands-on applications, timely examples, and practical exercises address a
variety of learning styles. Even readers with no prior programming experience can learn how to effectively plan and create interactive Visual
Basic 2017 applications right away. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

For MBA/graduate students taking a course in corporate finance. Using the unifying valuation framework based on the Law of One
Price, top researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo set the new standard for corporate finance textbooks. Corporate
Finance blends coverage of time-tested principles and the latest advancements with the practical perspective of the financial
manager. With this ideal melding of the core with modern topics, innovation with proven pedagogy, Berk and DeMarzo establish
the new canon in finance. The second edition reflects the constantly changing world of finance, including information on the recent
financial crisis, new behavioral finance research, and updated practitioner interviews.
For undergraduate courses in corporate finance or financial management. Help students practice and connect to real-world
financial decisions Fundamentals of Corporate Finance offers a practical introduction to modern-day core principles, arming
students with a problem-solving methodology, real-life financial management practices, and an overarching valuation framework
that they can apply in their future careers. Updated with new examples, exercises, and statistics, the 4th Edition gives students the
opportunity to practice and apply course concepts, while connecting them to the latest financial issues and policy in today's world
of business.
Valuation: The Art and Science of Corporate Investment Decisions is the first textbook to offer an integrated approach to both
project and enterprise valuation. The text goes beyond standard DCF analysis by including additional valuation methods
commonly used in practice, such as comparables, simulations (including Crystal Ball®), and real options. In addition, discussions
are considered against the backdrop of other quantitative and qualitative corporate issues that affect valuation, including:
Organizational structure and incentives: The text examines how the corporate decision-making process as well as the incentive
system can positively or negatively affect valuation. Strategic analysis and real options: Real options are presented as a tool to
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complement executive intuition and provide a more disciplined evaluation process that focuses on creating value. Risk
management and hedging: Risks associated with interest rate fluctuations, variable foreign exchange rates, and fluctuating
commodity prices can create hedging and risk management opportunities that affect value. Financing: The ability to secure
attractive financing terms is an important source of value, and readers should understand how financing opportunities influence the
value of an investment opportunity. Irrational behavior: The text examines how limitations in cognitive abilities and biases in
assessing abilities of key players can affect valuation.
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in corporate finance. An Emphasis on Core Financial Principles to Elevate Individuals'
Financial Decision Making Using the unifying valuation framework based on the Law of One Price, top researchers Jonathan Berk
and Peter DeMarzo have set the new canon for corporate finance textbooks. Corporate Finance, 4th Edition blends coverage of
time-tested principles and the latest advancements with the practical perspective of the financial manager, so students have the
knowledge and tools they need to make sound financial decisions in their careers.
For the introductory finance course—undergraduate corporate finance or financial management—required at all undergraduate
business schools. Get the picture and develop a fundamental understanding of finance. Students often miss the big picture,
viewing finance as a set of unrelated topics, tools, and techniques. In order to help students see the big picture, this text provides
an introduction to financial decision-making that links the concepts to five key principles of finance. Authors Arthur J. Keown, John
D. Martin, and Sheridan Titman have incorporated significant revisions that weave currency, relevance, and real-world issues into
the pages of this well-know finance text.
This title is part of a new Pearson program pilot offering students the option to rent a print textbook for fall 2017. By having
affordable access to the best learning materials and experiences from day-one, students come to class prepared and ready to
succeed. Additional details on the rental program will be coming soon. For courses in financial markets. Real-world applications
help students navigate the shifting financial landscape Financial Markets and Institutions takes a practical approach to the
changing landscape of financial markets and institutions. Best-selling authors Frederic S. Mishkin and Stanley G. Eakins use core
principles to introduce students to topics, then examine these models with real-world scenarios. Empirical applications of themes
help students develop essential critical-thinking and problem-solving skills, preparing them for future careers in business and
finance. The 9th Edition combines the latest, most relevant information and policies with the authors’ hallmark pedagogy to give
instructors a refined tool to improve the learning experience.
Using the unifying valuation framework based on the Law of One Price, Corporate Finance, Fourth Canadian Edition, blends
coverage of time-tested principles and the latest advancements with the practical perspective of the financial manager. With this
ideal melding of the core with modern topics, innovation with proven pedagogy, renowned researchers Berk, DeMarzo and
Stangeland establish the new canon in finance. KEY TOPICS: The Corporation;Introduction to Financial Statement
Analysis;Arbitrage and Financial Decision Making;The Time Value of Money;Interest Rates;Valuing Bonds;Valuing
Stocks;Investment Decision Rules;Fundamentals of Capital Budgeting;Capital Markets and the Pricing of Risk;Optimal Portfolio
Choice and the Capital Asset Pricing Model;Estimating the Cost of Capital;Investor Behaviour and Capital Market
Efficiency;Financial Options;Option Valuation;Real Options;Capital Structure in a Perfect Market;Debt and Taxes;Financial
Distress, Managerial Incentives, and Information;Payout Policy;Capital Budgeting and Valuation with Leverage;Valuation and
Financial Modeling: A Case Study;The Mechanics of Raising Equity Capital;Debt Financing;Leasing;Working Capital
Management;Short-Term Financial Planning;Mergers and Acquisitions;Corporate Governance;Risk Management;International
Corporate Finance MARKET: Appropriate for Undergraduate Corporate Finance Courses.
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in corporate finance. An Emphasis on Core Financial Principles to Elevate Individuals’
Financial Decision Making Berk and DeMarzo's Corporate Finance uses a unifying valuation framework, the Law Of One Price, to
present the core content instructors expect, the new ideas they want, and the pedagogy their students need to succeed. Corporate
Finance: The Core fits programs and individual professors who desire a streamlined book that is specifically tailored to the topics
covered in the first one-semester course. For programs and professors who would like to use a text in a two semester, or more,
sequence, please see Corporate Finance, the 31-chapter book also by Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo. MyFinanceLab™ not
included. Students, if MyFinanceLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the
correct ISBN and course ID. MyFinanceLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. MyFinanceLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to
personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities, students are
encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts.
*Algorithmically Generated Values - exercises are taken directly from your textbook's end-of-chapter exercises and enhanced with
algorithmically generated values.
This new and fully updated edition of International Financial Management blends theory, data analysis, examples and practical
case situations to equip students and business leaders with the analytical tools they need to make informed financial decisions
and manage the risks that businesses face in today's competitive global environment. Combining theory and practice, the authors
offer the reader a multitude of real-world examples and case studies, emphasising fundamental concepts, principles and analytical
theories to enable students to understand not only what to do when confronted with an international financial decision, but why that
choice is the correct one. Features include: real data analysis - all fully updated for the third edition; extended cases illustrating
practical application of theory; point-counterpoints offering insight into contentious issues; concept boxes that explore and illustrate
key concepts; and end-of-chapter questions. Suitable for M.B.A and advanced undergraduate business students taking a course in
international financial management or international finance.
Motivate your students to study finance by focusing on its five underlying principles. Foundations of Finance enables students to
see the big picture by helping them understand the logic that drives finance rather than having them memorize formulas. The
seventh edition now includes Cautionary Tales, a reordered presentation, and integration with Pearson's revolutionary online
software, MyFinanceLab.
0134426797 / 9780134426792 Corporate Finance, Student Value Edition Plus MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package 4/e Package consists of: 0134099176 / 9780134099170 MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for
Corporate Finance 4/e 0134101448 / 9780134101446 Corporate Finance, Student Value Edition 4/e "
This third edition reflects the constantly changing world of finance, including information on the recent financial crisis, new
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behavioural finance research, and updated practitioner interviews.
Berk and DeMarzo's Corporate Finance uses a unifying valuation framework, the Law Of One Price, to present the core content
instructors expect, the new ideas they want, and the pedagogy their students need to succeed. Corporate Finance: The Core fits
programs and individual instructors who desire a streamlined book that is specifically tailored to the topics covered in the first onesemester course. For instructors who would like to use a text in a two semester, or more, sequence, please see Corporate
Finance, the 31 chapter book also by Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo.

Motivate your students to study finance by focusing on its five underlying principles. This Global Edition has been edited
to include enhancements making it more relevant to students outside the United States Foundations of Finance enables
students to see the big picture by helping them understand the logic that drives finance rather than having them
memorize formulas.
**Winner of the TAA 2017 Textbook Excellence Award** “Social Media Marketing deserves special kudos for its courage
in tackling the new frontier of social media marketing. This textbook challenges its readers to grapple with the daunting
task of understanding rapidly evolving social media and its users."—TAA Judges Panel Social Media Marketing was the
first textbook to cover this vital subject. It shows how social media fits into and complements the marketer’s toolbox. The
book melds essential theory with practical application as it covers core skills such as strategic planning for social media
applications, incorporating these platforms into the brand’s marketing communications executions, and harnessing social
media data to yield customer insights. The authors outline the "Four Zones" of social media that marketers can use to
achieve their strategic objectives. These include: 1. Community (e.g. Instagram) 2. Publishing (e.g. Tumblr) 3.
Entertainment (e.g. Candy Crush Saga) 4. Commerce (e.g. Groupon) This Second Edition contains new examples,
industry developments and academic research to help students remain current in their marketing studies, as well as a
new and improved user-friendly layout to make the text easy to navigate. The textbook also provides a free companion
website that offers valuable additional resources for both instructors and students. Visit: study.sagepub.com/smm.
Readers of the book are also invited to join the authors and others online by using the hashtag: #smm
Reach every student by pairing this text with MyLab Finance MyLab (TM) is the teaching and learning platform that
empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform,
MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the
correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong
ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Readers looking for a dynamic way to
learn about Corporate Finance. A fully digital choice for learning about Corporate Finance, Corporate Finance Online
(CFO) offers core content while enabling readers to interact with the material like never before. CFO provides a new kind
of learning experience: interactive, supportive, engaging. Its wealth of fully integrated videos, animations, and solution
tools brings finance to life, fostering deep interest in the subject.
For undergraduate courses in corporate finance or financial management. Help students practice and connect to realworld financial decisions Fundamentals of Corporate Finance offers a practical introduction to modern-day core
principles, arming students with a problem-solving methodology, real-life financial management practices, and an
overarching valuation framework that they can apply in their future careers. Updated with new examples, exercises, and
statistics, the 4th Edition gives students the opportunity to practice and apply course concepts, while connecting them to
the latest financ.
Renowned for its authoritative, comprehensive coverage of contemporary international finance, Multinational Business
Finance trains the leaders of tomorrow’s multinational enterprises to recognize and capitalize on the unique
characteristics of global markets. Because the job of a manager is to make financial decisions that increase a firm’s
value, the authors have embedded real-world mini-cases throughout to apply chapter concepts to the types of situations
managers of multinational firms face. The 15th Edition attempts to capture the rapid evolution of our global marketplace,
taking a closer look at the types of organizations that permeate the widespread arena, competition, and opportunities in
emerging markets, and how financial leadership can integrate the strategic and financial challenges that global
businesses face today.
Taking an international perspective to corporate finance, the latest edition of Corporate Finance and Investment is a
highly-regarded and established text for students who want to understand the principles of corporate finance and develop
the key tools to apply it. The ninth edition has been revised to include topical issues in valuation, working capital, capital
structure, the dividend decision, Islamic finance, risk and risk management, and behavioural finance. With its focus on
strategic issues of finance in a business setting, this text uses the latest financial and accounting data, articles and
research papers to effectively demonstrate how, and to what extent, the theory can be applied to practical issues in
corporate finance.
Go undercover and explore how finance theory works in practice with Corporate Financial Management, fourth edition. Find out how financial
decisions are made within a firm, how projects are appraised to make investment decisions, how to evaluate risk and return, where to raise
finance from and how, ultimately, to create value.
This essential companion to the text provides detailed, accuracy-verified, class-tested solutions to every chapter problem. All the solutions,
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like the problems themselves, were written by the textbook authors. Scrutiny by Timothy Sullivan, Bentley University, and Mark Simonson,
Arizona State University, guarantees unparalleled quality. Spreadsheet solutions to select chapter problems and Data Cases are available on
the Instructor's Resource CD-ROM.
Directed primarily toward MBA/graduate students, this text also provides practical content to current and aspiring industry professionals.
Using the unifying valuation framework based on the Law of One Price, top researchers Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo set the new
standard for corporate finance textbooks. Corporate Finance blends coverage of time-tested principles and the latest advancements with the
practical perspective of the financial manager. With this ideal melding of the core with modern topics, innovation with proven pedagogy, Berk
and DeMarzo establish the new canon in finance. If you prefer a more streamlined book, Corporate Finance: The Core is also available by
Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo. Note: This is the standalone book, if you want the book/access card order the ISBN below: ALERT:
Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions
of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not
transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. 0133424154 / 9780133424157 Corporate Finance Plus NEW MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package
consists of: 0132992477 / 9780132992473 Corporate Finance 0132993600 / 9780132993609 NEW MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -Student Access Card -- for Corporate Finance
For corporate finance or financial management courses at the undergraduate level. Fundamentals of Corporate Finance’s applied
perspective cements students’ understanding of the modern-day core principles, giving them a problem-solving methodology and profiling
real-life financial management practices–all within a clear valuation framework. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you
can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via
the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The
eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
For MBA/graduate students taking a course in corporate finance. An Emphasis on Core Financial Principles to Elevate Individuals' Financial
Decision Making Berk and DeMarzo's Corporate Finance uses a unifying valuation framework, the Law Of One Price, to present the core
content instructors expect, the new ideas they want, and the pedagogy their students need to succeed. Corporate Finance: The Core fits
programs and individual professors who desire a streamlined book that is specifically tailored to the topics covered in the first one-semester
course. For programs and professors who would like to use a text in a two semester, or more, sequence, please see Corporate Finance, the
31-chapter book also by Jonathan Berk and Peter DeMarzo. MyFinanceLab™ not included. Students, if MyFinanceLab is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyFinanceLab should
only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. MyFinanceLab is an
online homework, tutorial, and assessment product designed to personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive,
engaging, and assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course concepts
For programs using a text in a two-semester course, this book highlights how core financial principles can improve individual financial
decision making. Connects theory to practice – Shows students how three major topics (corporate finance, investments and valuation) are
connected by using ‘The Law of One Price’ as a framework throughout the text. Balanced approach – Uses both time-tested and modern
principles with the practical perspective of a financial manager, offering students the tools to make sound financial decisions. Practical study
aids – Designed to help students master core concepts and learn to identify and solve problems faced by today’s practitioners. The full text
downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study
share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a
free download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions
on how to access this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
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